Success Strategies For Recessionary Times

Kathi Hildenbrandt talks about the success strategies designed to help people survive the recession that were delivered at the recent WMI m2 Wealth Building Conference.

Dec. 18, 2008 - PRLog -- Kathi Hildenbrandt is a highly experienced small business owner and successful Internet marketing entrepreneur. A consultant for WMI, Hildenbrandt specializes in helping people to build a sound financial foundation, and to achieve the goals and levels of success that they dream of. At the recent WMI m2 wealth building conference in Marco Island, FL, a number of cutting edge strategies were revealed to help people counteract the pressures of the recession.

"When times are tough like this, Hildenbrandt said, "many people tend to panic. As with any survival situation, the key is to know what to do and not give in to fear." Hildenbrandt explained that the strategies discussed at the recent m2 program are designed to do just that.

Wealth Masters International features a combination of world class education, services, and strategies along with proven consultants that have extensive, successful track records in their respective fields, who come together to help people effectively manage personal finances. The company’s mission is to create success and wealth in others one person at a time. The firm also offers a very lucrative network marketing opportunity for its consultants that provides the ability to generate an extraordinary income while helping people to improve their financial situation. The company was founded by Kip Herriage and Karl Bessey, and was incorporated in January of 2005.

Hildenbrandt recommends an outside the box approach to dealing with recessionary pressures. "At times like this," she said, "it's often necessary to make exponential change instead of incremental adjustments." According to Hildenbrandt many people tinker with the symptoms instead of fixing the problems. "A sound financial education is the key," she said.

In addition to its highly effective financial education programs, WMI offers a very lucrative network marketing opportunity for its consultants. With potential first year earnings of $250,000 or more, many consultants leverage their WMI endeavors into long-term financial security.

"I was so frustrated with owning my own business and barely surviving," said Hildebrandt, "that I actually started looking for a job. But I had also wanted to get into Internet marketing for the past few years and after finding WMI, it all came together for me."

Hildenbrandt also expects to experience tremendous satisfaction by helping other people to survive and succeed as well. "I'm going to help build wealth and success in others one person at a time," she said.

# # #

Kathi Hildenbrandt is a business coach and mentor based out of Abbotsford, BC, that assists serious entrepreneurs in building a profitable online business with multiple incomes streams. Kathi and her team have assisted hundreds of people, from school teachers and paralegals, to high-school drop-outs and single parents in generating profits that exceed $250K or more in their first year. For more information and to contact Kathi, visit:

http://www.six-figure-wealth.com